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a b s t r a c t

The gasification-driven direct carbon fuel cell (GD-DCFC) system is compared with systems using sepa-
rate gasification steps prior to work extraction, under autothermal or indirect constraints. Using simple
system exergy analysis, the maximum work output of the indirect gasification scheme is 4–7% lower than
the unconstrained direct approach, while the work output of the autothermal gasification approach is
12–13% lower than the unconstrained case. A more detailed calculation for the DCFC and indirect gasifi-
cation plants, using common solid fuel compositions, gives conversion efficiencies in the range of 51–58%
at an operating voltage of 0.7 V selected for both systems in this study. In contrast, the conversion effi-
oal
lectricity generation
asification
xergy

ciency of the autothermal gasification approach is estimated to be 33–35% at 0.7 V. DCFC efficiencies can
be increased to over 60% by an increase in operating voltage and/or inclusion of a bottoming cycle. The
thermodynamic model also indicates that steam gasification yields similar work output and thermal effi-
ciency as for CO2 gasification. Open circuit potential measurements agree with equilibrium calculations
both for the C–O and C–H–O gasification systems, confirming the governing mechanism and feasibility of
the GD-DCFC. Current–voltage measurements on an un-optimized system demonstrate power densities
of 220 mW cm−2 at 0.68 V during operation at 1178 K.
. Introduction

Currently, half of the electricity produced in the United States
omes from coal fired power plants. Coal’s share of electricity pro-
uction in many developing countries exceed this amount reaching
ver 70% in China and India. Given coal’s abundance and low price,

t is expected that this naturally occurring solid fuel will continue
o be relevant to the world’s energy portfolio for decades to come.

Historically, pulverized coal has been burned in air to produce
ensible enthalpy that is transferred as heat to a Rankine steam
ycle equipped with a generator to produce electrical work. This
pproach has several important drawbacks. Primarily, the conver-
ion efficiencies are in the low 30% range, which are limited by the
elatively low temperature steam cycle, and the exhaust stream is
ighly diluted by N2 originating from the combustion air and hence,

s not ready for CO2 capture.

Driven by global warming concerns, particularly in regards to

O2 emissions, emerging coal utilization strategies prevent addi-
ion of N2 into the fuel stream by using pure oxygen from an air
eparation unit (ASU), thus producing a concentrated CO2 stream
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for geological sequestration [1]. Modern efforts to address these
concerns have led to more advanced processes like Integrated Gasi-
fication Combined Cycle (IGCC) plants, where coal is gasified with
steam and oxygen to a syngas that is subsequently cleaned of sul-
fur and other impurities before utilization in a cascaded, combined
gas-steam cycle. This approach does not introduce nitrogen gas into
the process stream, and thus the exhaust is more readily suitable
for sequestration of CO2. With IGCC, the higher temperature oper-
ation regime of the gas turbine allows higher thermal efficiencies
than that of the standalone Rankine cycle. The syngas can also be
converted electrochemically via solid oxide fuel cell, similar to the
FutureGen program [2,3].

Although long and rich in history [4], direct carbon fuel cells
(DCFCs) have recently gained renewed interest as an area of active
research and development, encompassing a variety of fuel cell con-
figurations and approaches [5]. All of these approaches share an
end goal of eventually converting practical and economically feasi-
ble carbonaceous solids (coal, biomass, municipal solid waste, char,
etc.) electrochemically to electric power with efficiencies higher
than contemporary arrangements, producing an effluent stream of

concentrated CO2.

High temperature, solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) based on oxide-
ion conducting membranes have garnered widespread attention
in the last several decades due to inherent high system efficien-
cies. Inspired by their compatibility and fuel flexibility, SOFC based

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:aclee@stanford.edu
mailto:remitche@stanford.edu
mailto:turgut@stanford.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.05.039
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Nomenclature

a, b, c, d molar coefficients
CP specific heat (J mol−1 K−1)
E electric potential (V)
F Faraday’s constant (C equiv.−1)
g specific Gibbs free energy (J mol−1)
h specific enthalpy (J mol−1)
�hf heat of formation (J mol−1)
Ḣ stream enthalpy (MJ s−1)
HV heating value (J mol−1)
ḢV stream heating value (MJ s−1)
HHV higher heating value (MJ kg−1)
I current (A)
ṁ mass flow (kg s−1)
MW molecular mass (kg mol−1)
n number of stoichiometric electrons
N number of species
Ṅ molar flow (mol s−1)
P pressure (atm)
q specific energy transfer as heat (J mol−1)
Q̇ energy transfer as heat (MJ s−1)
Ru universal gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
s specific entropy, (J mol-1 K-1)
Ṡgen entropy generation (MJ s−1 K−1)
T temperature (K)
Ua air utilization
Uf fuel utilization
w specific work (J mol−1)
Ẇ work transfer (MJ s−1)

Greek letters
ε heat exchanger effectiveness
� efficiency
� entropy generation (J mol−1 K−1)
�̇ stream exergy (MJ s−1)

Subscripts
0 reference state
a ash
B bottoming cycle
c carbon
C indicator of cold stream
cell cell operating property
fuel fuel property
gas gasification process
h hydrogen
H indicator of hot stream
i index for species
in transfer into system
O oxygen
O2,a oxygen at the SOFC anode
O2,c oxygen at the SOFC cathode
OCV open circuit voltage
out transfer out of system
p product of a reactor
r reactant of a reactor

D
a
fi
[

SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
stream stream property
CFC systems have been investigated by several groups. Nakagawa
nd Ishida evaluated the performance of a SOFC driven by gasi-
cation of 4 mm charcoal particles without anode-side gas flow

6]. Coupled with their experimental evaluation is an exergy analy-
urces 194 (2009) 774–785 775

sis, showing the irreversibilities associated with chemical reaction,
ohmic loss and electrode polarization. One major finding was that
higher temperature operation (1275 K opposed to 1075 K) reduced
exergy losses due to faster kinetics and decreased ohmic resistance.
That study also mentioned the possibility of using the heating value
of the flue gas to provide heat for the SOFC. Similarly, Gür and
Huggins [7] have reported typical fuel cell behavior and power
generation from a fixed bed of carbon physically detached from
the anode surface of a tubular SOFC element. Wang et al. used a
similar configuration, with CO2 flowing through a physically sepa-
rate coal gasifier, and syngas directed to a tubular mixed ionically
and electronically conducting membrane, rather than SOFC, with-
out gas cleanup [8]. The sensible heat release from reaction with
the diffusing oxygen could then be used to drive a heat engine or
other process. This arrangement has practical interest in eliminat-
ing cryogenic oxygen separation units. Horita et al. [9] employed a
graphitic anode, pressed into a bed of graphite and metal carbide
particles, with Ar or CO2 flowing through the fixed bed. Hasegawa
and Ihara [10,11] reported battery type behavior while studying
possible reaction mechanisms of carbon deposited on solid anodes
from the gas phase. Recently, solid fuel conversion and electrical
power generation have been reported in a FB-DCFC physically cou-
pled to a minimally fluidized bed of carbonaceous solid fuels in
direct contact with the anode surface [12,13]. These approaches all
give open circuit voltages (OCV) of about 0.8–0.9 V with CO2 flow-
ing through the system, or about 1.1–1.2 V with no gas flow or an
inert purge.

There are other DCFC configurations pursued for direct con-
version of solid fuels. Systems based on molten carbonate fuel
cell (MCFC) arrangements [14] or hybrid SOFC–MCFC arrange-
ments [15] have been investigated. Hemmes et al. [16] performed
a thermodynamic analysis of a molten carbonate DCFC operating
at 800 ◦C on pure carbon, calculating thermal efficiencies reach-
ing 78%. Cooper also reported thermal efficiencies ranging from
70 to 80% for MCFC based systems [17]. Efficiencies of 60–85%,
based on cell potential, were reported by Zecevic et al., and an esti-
mate of 70–75% was made for practical DCFC efficiencies based on
systems with molten hydroxide electrolytes [18]. Tao reported effi-
ciencies of 60–70% for an SOFC assembly with molten Sn anode [19].
In all these DCFC arrangements, the solid fuel is dispersed in the
molten anode medium sometimes exceeding the percolation limit
in order to assure the electrical connectivity and contiguity of the
anode.

The DCFC examined here offers the advantage of a thermally
integrated, all-solid-state electrochemical system, with established
pulverized fuel delivery and infrastructure as well as ash separation
mechanisms. One inherent requirement with DCFC systems is that
the anode and electrolyte be chemically resilient to the fuel used. In
practical terms, this means that the fuel cell components must be
tolerant of sulfur, ash, condensable hydrocarbons and other minor
species, or alternatively there exists an in situ capture mechanism,
or thirdly that the fuel be processed to remove such species prior
to use.

In the present study, the solid state, single-step DCFC is con-
sidered for comparative analysis with autothermal and indirect
gasification systems, although the results apply to any DCFC
system in which solid fuel gasification occurs in situ within
the anode chamber and dominates the fuel cell performance. A
thermodynamic analysis is performed for carbon, showing that
separate gasification processes (autothermal or indirect) produce
irreversibilities due to imposed constraints, thus lowering the

work producing ability of the system, regardless of the nature
of the work producer. Following this analysis, more detailed
systems employing a solid oxide based fuel cell are investi-
gated to further support the DCFC process relative to separate
gasification.
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ig. 1. Schematic representation of a single-step system that extracts work from
arbon, with an unmixed CO2 exhaust stream.

. General thermodynamic considerations on systems level

.1. Carbon work potential with direct conversion

The potential for producing useful work (wout) from a fuel is
ependent upon the specified thermochemical states of the fuel,
xidizer and products, the environmental state, and any constraints
mposed on the system, such as operating temperature or mixing
mongst the inlet streams or amongst the outlet streams. The maxi-
um useful work is produced when the system operates reversibly.
simple control volume, as shown in Fig. 1, can be used to deter-
ine the steady, work-producing potential of converting the solid,

raphitic carbon at 298 K along with gaseous CO2 at 298 K and envi-
onmental air at 298 K and 1 atm into gaseous CO2 and N2 at the
nvironmental dead state of 298 K and 1 atm. The exhaust CO2 and
2 streams are constrained to be unmixed, indicative of a system
ith capture ready CO2. The heat interaction (qout) is taken to occur

t the environmental temperature, which is not the case for real
ork producers. Note that the specific means of work production is
ot defined nor required during exergy analysis. Inclusion of a real
ork producer, such as a fuel cell or heat engine, would introduce

dditional constraints, which will be considered in the following
ections.

The mole-specific enthalpy (hi), entropy (si), and Gibbs function
gi) of species i in streams entering and exiting the control vol-
me are calculated via Eqs. (1)–(3), respectively, assuming gases
nd solids behave ideally, with solids having unit activity. The ref-
rence pressure is taken to equal the environmental pressure (P0) of
atm. The 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics applied to the con-

rol volume are given by Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. The enthalpy
f formation (�hf,i) is maintained in the species enthalpy to account
or chemical change. The maximum work is achieved when the
ntropy generation (�) is identically zero, i.e. when the system oper-
tes reversibly. By using this fact, and combining the 1st and 2nd
aws, an expression for the work output (per mole carbon) results,
s given by Eq. (6):

∫ T
′ ′
i(T) = �hf,i (298 K) +
298 K

CP(T ) dT (1)

i(T, Pi) = si(T, P0) − Ru ln
(

Pi

P0

)
(2)

i(T, Pi) = hi(T) − Tsi(T, Pi) (3)

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a two-step system that extracts
urces 194 (2009) 774–785

0 = wout + qout + (1 + b)hCO2 (T0) − hC(T0) − hO2 (T0) − bhCO2 (T0)

(4)

� = qout

T0
+ sCO2 (T0, P0) + 3.76(sN2 (T0, P0) − sN2 (T0, 0.79P0))

− sC(T0) − sO2 ((T0, 0.21P0)) (5)

wout = [gC(T0) + gO2 (T0, 0.21P0) + 3.76gN2 (T0, 0.79P0)

− gCO2 (T0, P0) − 3.76gN2 (T0, P0)] − T0� (6)

Evaluating Eq. (6), using thermochemical data tabulated in the
NIST-JANAF tables [20], yields a value of 388.3 kJ mol−1

C for the max-
imum work output (which can be compared to 394.4 kJ mol−1

C if
PO2 were 1 atm and no N2 were present). The exergy differs from

the heating value of carbon (393.5 kJ mol−1
C ) by only about 1%. Not

that the work output is not dependent upon the input CO2 stream,
since this stream enters and leaves the control volume at the same
condition, hence its inclusion is arbitrary.

This schematic also nearly represents the ideal DCFC config-
uration, where oxygen, carbon, and possibly carbon dioxide are
brought into the system, and carbon dioxide leaves at T0 and P0.
Implicit assumptions include chemical equilibrium in the gasifier,
a completely reversible fuel cell, full carbon conversion to CO2, and
an effluent stream of pure CO2 at 298 K. In practical terms, any bot-
toming cycle or use of actual DCFC heat rejection is included in
this work value. In an actual system, the 298 K reactants are heated
to some gasification temperature and the hot products are then
cooled back to 298 K either by bottoming cycle or irreversible heat
rejection to the environment. These irreversibilities will necessarily
lower the actual, useful work that can be delivered by such devices.

2.2. Carbon work potential with indirect gasification

The previous calculation is now repeated for a system in which
solid carbon is gasified indirectly in control volume I, and then
undergoes a work extraction process in control volume II, as shown
in Fig. 2. Indirect gasification here refers to gasification with CO2
(or H2O) and sensible heat addition (qin,gas), but no gaseous oxygen
addition.

The output of the gasifier is constrained to be in equilibrium at
temperature Tgas, which is imposed by kinetic considerations, and a
total pressure of 1 atm. The equilibrium mole fraction of O2 exiting
the gasifier is of the order of 1e−20, and is neglected for simplic-
ity. No work interaction is allowed for control volume I (gasifier).
The input CO2 molar coefficient “b” is uniquely determined to give
the maximum CO/CO2 ratio exiting the gasifier without solid carbon

present. The molar coefficients “c” and “d” are uniquely determined
from the equilibrium composition. The 1st and 2nd laws of ther-
modynamics can again be written, for each control volume, and
algebraically combined to determine the work output. The result,
given in Eq. (7), is identical to the unconstrained case except for the

work from carbon that includes an indirect gasification step.
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rreversibility of the gasification step. This work output is a maxi-
um when system defined by control volume II operates reversibly,

nd entropy generation �II as given by Eq. (8) is identically zero. The
ntropy generation of control volume I, due to chemical reaction
nd heat transfer across a finite temperature difference, is calcu-
ated by evaluating Eq. (9):

out,II = [gC(T0) + gO2 (T0, 0.21P0) + 3.76gN2 (T0, 0.79P0)

− gCO2 (T0, P0) − 3.76gN2 (T0, P0)] − T0(�I + �II) (7)

II = qout,II

T0
+ (1 + b)sCO2 (T0, P0) + 3.76(sN2 (T0, P0)

− sN2 (T0, 0.79P0)) − csCO(Tgas, PCO,gas) − dsCO2 (Tgas, PCO,gas)

− sO2 (T0, 0.21P0) (8)

I = csCO(Tgas, PCO,gas) + dsCO2 (Tgas, PCO2,gas)

− sC(T0) − bsCO2 (T0, P0) − qin,gas

Tgas
(9)

he maximum work outputs for indirect gasification at Tgas val-
es of 1073, 1173, and 1273 K are 370.1, 367.5, and 363.6 kJ mol−1

C
espectively. This corresponds to a 4–7% reduction in work out-
ut from the unconstrained case. The work potentials of the heat

nput qgas at temperatures of 1073, 1173, and 1273 K are 166, 171,
nd 180 kJ mol−1

C , respectively, giving 2nd law efficiencies for the
DG plant of 67, 66, and 64%, compared to the unconstrained case.
lthough the work output per carbon input is only slightly lower

han the unconstrained case, the efficiency has been significantly
educed due to the additional heat input. If the heat input for gasi-
cation can be provided by heat rejection from process II, then the

nput can be reduced and efficiency can be increased. Heat transfer
rom sources at temperatures higher than Tgas will have a higher
orresponding irreversibility.

.3. Carbon work potential with autothermal gasification

The previous work calculation is now repeated for a system in
hich solid carbon is gasified autothermally in control volume I,

nd then undergoes an ideal reversible work extraction process in
ontrol volume II, as shown in Fig. 3. Autothermal gasification refers
o gasification with gaseous oxygen and modifier (H2O or CO2) such
hat the system is adiabatic. For simplicity, only results for CO2 are
ncluded. All streams again have a total pressure of 1 atm. The first
ontrol volume (gasifier) is adiabatically constrained and without
ork interaction. In addition, the gasifier C/O ratio is maximized,
nder the constraint that there is no solid carbon present in the gasi-
ed equilibrium products. Again, the trace O2 exiting the gasifier is
eglected for simplicity. The CO/CO2 stream leaving the gasifier is

t a specified gasification temperature Tgas. The four gasification
onstraints (carbon balance, oxygen balance, energy balance and
quilibrium ratio) exactly define the molar coefficients a, b, c, and
. Air, at 298 K, is then introduced with the gasification products

nto the second control volume, which allows for work and heat

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a two-step system that extracts w
urces 194 (2009) 774–785 777

interactions. The separate N2 streams leaving both control volumes
are constrained to 298 K and 1 atm total pressure.

The work output wout,II, after algebraic combination, is shown in
Eq. (10), and is a maximum when �II, given by Eq. (11), is identically
zero. The entropy produced by the gasification control volume is
given by Eq. (12):

wout,II = [gC(T0) + gO2 (T0, 0.21P0) + 3.76gN2 (T0, 0.79P0)

− gCO2 (T0, P0) − 3.76gN2 (T0, P0)] − T0(�I + �II) (10)

�II = qout,II

T0
+ (1 + b)sCO2 (T0, P0) + 3.76(1 − a)(sN2 (T0, P0)

− sN2 (T0, 0.79P0)) − csCO(Tgas, PCO,gas)

− dsCO2 (Tgas, PCO,gas) − (1 − a)sO2 (T0, 0.21P0) (11)

�I = csCO(Tgas, PCO,gas) + dsCO2 (Tgas, PCO2,gas) + 3.76a(sN2 (T0, P0)

− sN2 (T0, 0.79P0)) − sC(T0) − asO2 (0.21P0) − bsCO2 (T0, P0)

(12)

The resulting form of Eq. (10) is almost identical to Eqs. (6) and
(7), with identical input and output streams, except that the irre-
versibility of the gasification step has changed. Since the input and
output states, and the work and heat interactions are specified for
the gasifier, the irreversibility of the gasifier is now uniquely set.
Control volume II has specified input and output states, but the
heat and work interactions are not specified. At gasification tem-
peratures of 1073, 1173, and 1273 K, the maximum work outputs
(�II = 0) are 338.4, 340.2 and 340.4 kJ mol−1

C respectively, or 12–13%
less than the unconstrained approach shown in Fig. 1. The work out-
put of the system shown in Fig. 3 is less than 388.3 kJ mol−1

C due
to the irreversible chemical gasification process, with 2nd law effi-
ciencies of 87% for all three temperatures. Since no work is extracted
during gasification, none of the potential work is realized.

This general analysis shows clearly that constraints lead to lower
work potentials, and that the reversible introduction of oxygen from
air allows for higher work potentials. The approaches using sepa-
rate gasification steps are shown to incur higher losses than the
arrangement without separate gasification.

2.4. Work potential of a carbon fuel cell

Thermodynamically, separate gasification processes can intro-
duce lost work potential. The GD-DCFC approach requires that
solids gasification and work output occur from the same reactor,
although not necessarily during the same chemical process. Regard-
less of whether in situ carbon gasification to CO drives the fuel cell,
or solid carbon participates directly in the electrochemical reac-

tion, four electrons are required for full conversion of a carbon
atom to carbon dioxide. Reactions (R1) and (R2) show the two-step
global progression of one mole of solid carbon to CO2. The key point
asserted here is that oxygen not initially bound in CO2 can only enter
the system via the electrolyte, thus producing work.

ork from carbon that includes an autothermal gasification step.
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ig. 4. Calculated CO/CO2 mole ratio for Boudouard equilibrium at various total
ressures.

Reaction:

+ CO2 → 2CO (R1)

CO + 2O2− → 2CO2+4e− (R2)

n essence, the GD-DCFC uses the SOFC to both gasify the carbon
nd convert the gasification products to CO2. This necessitates that
olids will be in contact with the anode. Displayed in Fig. 4 is the
O/CO2 ratio for Boudouard equilibrium, while displayed in Fig. 5

s the theoretical open circuit potential for relevant electrochemi-
al interactions at a total pressure of 1 atm. Open circuit potentials
ere calculated using the Nernst equation (see Eq. (13)), with n = 4,

O2,c equal to 0.21, and PO2,a determined by the anode-side com-
osition. In accord with the Le Chatelier principle, higher pressure
uppresses Reaction (R1) towards CO2:

OCV = RuT

nF
ln

(
PO2,c

PO2,a

)
(13)

ressurization of the anode compartment is not preferred thermo-
ynamically, as the Nernst equation gives a decreased OCV with
igher anode pressure. A reduction in OCV also occurs if both the
node and cathode are pressurized equally, due to the decreased
quilibrium CO/CO2 ratio as demonstrated in Fig. 4. Pressurization
f the cathode side alone would increase the OCV, but also create a

arge pressure differential across the electrode–electrolyte assem-

ly. High pressure operation has been shown, however, to increase
asification reaction rates [21]. Increased reaction rates allow for
maller reaction vessels, smaller residence times, and larger power
ensities. This study only addresses the thermodynamic aspects of
he DCFC system, and thus reaction rates are not resolved.

ig. 5. Open circuit voltage for CO + 0.5O2 ↔ CO2 at 1 atm total pressure, for various
O/CO2 ratios at the anode and cell temperatures.
urces 194 (2009) 774–785

There are several carbon and hydrogen containing reactions that
represent global electrochemical reactions, as given by Reactions
(R3)–(R6).

Reaction:

C + O2 → CO2 (R3)

C + 0.5O2 → CO (R4)

CO + 0.5O2 → CO2 (R5)

H2+0.5O2 → H2O (R6)

If the anode side gas environment is not in Boudouard equilibrium,
then the CO/CO2 ratio depends upon the finite rates of chemical
and/or transport processes. Shown in Fig. 5 is the open circuit poten-
tial variation with CO/CO2 ratio and temperature, at a total pressure
of 1 atm for Reaction (R5). The OCV is significantly affected by the
CO/CO2 ratio. Experimental data of 0.8–0.9 V near 900 C is indicative
of CO/CO2 ratios near order of one. This is caused by introduction
of CO2 into the carbon bed and the finite rate of the Boudouard
reaction producing CO [22]. If an inert species purges the anode
gaseous environment, the trace CO and CO2 will skew towards equi-
librium values in the presence of carbon giving OCV values over 1 V.
If the CO/CO2 ratio is fixed, then the OCV is shown to decrease with
increasing temperature.

Shown in Fig. 6 are the OCV values for Reactions (R3)–(R6), in
which the O2 included in the calculations is assumed to come from
atmospheric air (xO2 = 0.21). Note that Reaction (R5) gives a lower
potential than the direct electrochemical reaction of carbon, Reac-
tion (R3), at temperatures of interest. This is because Reaction (R5)
assumes equal activities of CO and CO2, or a CO/CO2 ratio of 1. If
the CO/CO2 ratio is in equilibrium in the presence of solid carbon,
according to Reaction (R7), the curve denoted by “7” (solid black)
is obtained. Equilibrium compositions are calculated with C(s), CO,
CO2, O2 included in the mixture, with x � 1. This shows the experi-
mentally proven result that a higher CO mole fraction will produce
higher OCVs. Above 1100 K, this curve becomes coincident with the
standard potential for C(s) oxidation to CO, signifying that the gas
phase is almost entirely CO. Below about 900 K, this curve is coin-
cident with that of Reaction (R3), signifying the gas phase is almost
entirely CO2:

xC(s) + O2 → C(s), CO, CO2, O2 (R7)

xC(s) + H2O → C(s), CO, CO2, O2, H2, H2O, CH4 (R8)
The addition of hydrogen species, as in steam gasification pro-
cesses, gives a similar result. The standard potential (unit activity)
for hydrogen oxidation is shown on Fig. 6. If a H/O ratio of 2 is spec-
ified in the presence of excess carbon (x � 1), a unique equilibrium

Fig. 6. Theoretical potentials for Reactions (R3)–(R6) at 1 atm total pressure. Grey
lines represent standard potentials (unit activity), while the solid black curves rep-
resent equilibrium (with x � 1).
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urve can be created, as shown by the (solid black) curve denoted
y “8”. Equilibrium composition is determined for products C(s),
O, CO2, O2, H2, H2O(g), and CH4. The presence of hydrogen can

ncrease the equilibrium OCV over that of the dry C–O system by
0–40 mV as demonstrated in Fig. 6. Note that the OCV is now a
ixed potential as there is more than one potential anodic reaction,

ut in equilibrium the oxygen activity is still fixed.
This result demonstrates that the performance of the gasi-

cation driven fuel cell is highly dependent upon the gaseous
tmosphere at the anode. The direct presence of the solid char near
he anode works to increase the CO/CO2 ratio and thus cell poten-
ial, compared to systems without solid carbon present where the
O/CO2 ratio monotonically decreases along the anode. The rela-
ive magnitudes of the current versus gasification kinetics and bed
ransport ultimately determine the steady state gas composition.

The open circuit voltages of gasification driven cells were veri-
ed experimentally for both the C–O and C–H–O (H/O = 2) systems
s shown in Fig. 7a and b, respectively. For these experiments,
commercially available, closed-end, partially stabilized zirconia

PSZ) electrolyte tube was employed. The tube was painted with
latinum ink and fired at 1173 K to form porous electrodes, before
he tube assembly was immersed in a bed of carbon particles. The
ata presented in Fig. 7 were taken during temperature ramps
etween nominally 773 and 1253 K. The ramp rates, in units of
min−1, are given numerically in the legend of the figure. Air was

upplied to the cathode on the interior surface of the PSZ tube to
aintain a constant oxygen activity. This experimental configura-

ion is identical to that used in previous studies [12,13], and provides

direct means of measuring the effective oxygen activity at the
CFC anode. The PSZ tube is mechanically resilient, allowing for a

arger range of heating and cooling rates.
The OCV data for the C–O system is not strongly dependent on

eating rate in the range investigated for this configuration. This

ig. 7. Comparison of measured cell potentials to theoretical values (Reactions (R5),
R7) and (R8)) for the (a) C–O system and (b) C–H–O system. Open symbols denote
eating ramps and filled symbols denote cooling ramps, with the ramp rate (K min−1)
iven in the figure legend.
urces 194 (2009) 774–785 779

is likely due to the large thermal inertia of carbon particles in the
bed, which would exhibit a time lag. The interior of particles, where
most of the active surface area resides, would influence the gas
phase composition in accordance with the actual interior surface
temperature.

During the cooling ramps, the experimental data with the car-
bon bed followed the equilibrium curves until the temperature
decreased sufficiently to slow the chemical reaction rates in the
bed (near 1100 K at these ramp rates). The increase in OCV during
cooling below about 1100 K is due to effective freezing of the gas
phase composition, which causes the OCV to change slope in accor-
dance with a fixed CO/CO2 ratio. During cooling to temperatures
below 900 K, the OCV decreases with decreasing temperature. This
is likely due to the reverse Boudouard reaction, given by Reaction
(R1), on the Pt anode since CO2 and C(s) are thermodynamically
preferred at lower temperature (see Fig. 4).

Open circuit potential data for an equimolar CO/CO2 mixture
(CO/CO2 = 1), with no carbon bed, is included with curve “5” in
Fig. 7a for comparison. The data for this gas mixture matches
with theoretical calculations above 900 K, depicting a scenario with
frozen chemical composition (i.e. a forced CO/CO2 ratio). At lower
temperatures, the reverse Boudouard reaction is thermodynami-
cally favored for the equimolar mixture of CO and CO2, without a
carbon bed. Thus the composition is no longer fixed, due to chemical
reaction at the electrode.

The data presented in Fig. 7b depicts the inclusion of hydro-
gen species into the model and show qualitatively similar trends to
those in Fig. 7a. The OCV data at temperatures above about 1100 K
reach equilibrium values shown by the curve denoted “8”, in which
Reaction (R8) fixes the oxygen activity at the anode. The C–H–O sys-
tem is encountered in processes employing steam gasification and,
as shown by the data presented in Fig. 7b, behaves similarly to the
C–O system.

The transient traces of OCV data are shown in Fig. 8 for the C–O
system under isothermal conditions. Measurements were taken
immediately after purging an equimolar mixture of CO/CO2 through
a carbon bed, thus causing the OCV to tend towards the stan-
dard potential. The flow rate was then stopped, and the OCV was
recorded as a function of time at specified temperatures (1196 and
1224 K). As expected, the cell potentials tend to their equilibrium
values in the presence of excess carbon, with the higher tempera-
ture case exhibiting a faster approach. This result also signifies that

given sufficient time, the gases within the carbon bed will tend to
equilibrium under open circuit conditions.

The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 agree with previous work
for similar carbon bed arrangements [12,13,22]. As the tempera-
ture increases, the gasification reaction rates increase and the gas

Fig. 8. Transient OCV measurements as the C–O system relaxes to equilibrium at
the anode (arrow shows direction of increasing time). Inset shows temporal voltage
trace and asymptotic approach to equilibrium.
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requirement is uniquely determined such that no solid carbon is
present in the gasifier effluent. The syngas leaving the gasifier is
again converted via SOFC with fuel utilization, air utilization and
operating voltage specified. Similar indirect gasification systems,
80 A.C. Lee et al. / Journal of Po

omposition in direct contact with the carbon bed relaxes towards
quilibrium.

. Specific thermodynamic considerations on operational
evel

The previous thermodynamic and electrochemical analyses
how calculable and significant benefit to the direct conversion
pproach, but neglects any internal irreversibilities inherent to fuel
ells as work producers (such as electrode over-potentials, con-
entration gradients, internal resistances or chemical reactions far
emoved from equilibrium) or practical operating constraints (such
s peak power, utilization and thermochemical driving forces). In
rder to make a more realistic estimation of the benefit of DCFC over
utothermal gasification, systems are analyzed that contain more
ractical constraints (less than unity air and fuel utilization and
pecified system temperature) and some irreversibilities such as an
perating voltage below the reversible cell potential. Calculations
re performed on the basis of 1 kg s−1 of solid fuel feed for scale,
ith all systems operating at a total pressure of 1 atm. Although

he efficiency of work producing systems can be cast in a multi-
ude of ways, efficiency here is defined as work output per higher
eating value (HHV) of the solid fuel.

The historical coal fired power plant uses a heat engine to extract
seful work. Coal and air are introduced to a combustor containing
boiler/superheater, where they are burned to products. The heat

elease is used to boil an unmixed water stream, and then super-
eat this stream such that it is suitable for introduction to a steam
urbine. The work output and efficiency are dictated by the heat
ngine used, with the Rankine steam cycle giving a typical thermal
fficiency in the range 30–35%. This gives a metric with which the
ollowing systems can be measured and compared.

.1. DCFC plant

The DCFC plant includes gasification and work extraction steps
hat are mechanically and physically coincident. The gasification
rocess is essentially based on converting solid carbon to gaseous
O by oxygen addition. When the oxygen is added via oxide con-
ucting electrolyte, work and heat are extracted, in contrast to the
ompletely irreversible introduction of gas phase oxygen into the
asifier. This subtle difference allows for higher work outputs as
he solid fuel is further converted to CO2 and H2O. The DCFC gasi-
er system does not satisfy the thermal neutral constraint, i.e. is not
diabatic. The fuel utilization, air utilization, and operating voltage
re specified in this model study. All internal irreversibilities, or
verpotentials, of the fuel cell are included in the operating voltage
eing less than the reversible cell potential. No air separation unit is
equired since the solid-state electrolyte is effectively impermeable
o N2. The air introduced into the SOFC is preheated via counter-flow
eat exchanger (HX) with a specified effectiveness. Since the fuel
ed reactions are endothermic and the fuel cell assembly rejects
nergy as heat, there will be an internal adverse temperature gra-
ient (TSOFC > Tgas), creating a similar practical disadvantage as the

ndirect gasification method. The DCFC is shown schematically in
ig. 9, and could be configured as a tubular or planar geometry with
he anode in direct contact with the fuel bed.

The variables Q̇out,SOFC and Ẇout refer to the net heat and work
utputs of the SOFC. The DCFC system is constrained such that there

s not a unique value of CO2 inflow, so this stream is arbitrary.

he products leaving the SOFC are termed flue gas (similarly for
ach system), with an associated heating value and work potential.
esults are presented without CO2 addition for simplicity, while
ddition of CO2 does not change the work output or efficiency, only
he flue gas composition and heating value. Note that some gas
Fig. 9. Schematic of the DCFC plant, with the solid, grey partition denoting the SOFC.
Compare the subsystem denoted by the dotted grey line with the control volume in
Fig. 1.

flow to the gasifier is generally desired for mechanical agitation
to segregate ash, fluidization to enhance mixing, and/or entrained
fuel delivery. The DCFC arrangement shown in Fig. 9 is a further
constrained example of the system shown in Fig. 1.

3.2. Indirect gasification plant (IDG) with fuel cell

The second system examined is similar to the DCFC plant, except
that the gasifier is now physically separate (see Fig. 10). Sensible
heat is transferred into the gasifier to drive the endothermic reac-
tions, with the entire process termed indirect gasification. The CO2
Fig. 10. Simple schematic of the indirect gasification plant. Compare the subsystems
denoted by the dotted grey line with the control volumes in Fig. 2.
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ig. 11. Simple schematic of the autothermal gasification plant. Compare subsys-
ems I and II denoted by dotted grey lines with the control volumes in Fig. 3.

perating at 1173 K, have been analyzed employing an SOFC as the
ork producer [23,24]. In that study, heat pipes were used to trans-

er heat into the endothermic gasifier from combustion of syngas.
ne concern with the type of arrangement considered here is the

ource for heat transfer into the gasifier. Reaction of the flue gas with
xygen could supply some heat, as could the fuel cell heat rejection.
his trend, although plausible, is opposed to the practical advan-
age of gasification at higher temperatures (faster reaction rates)
nd fuel cell operation at lower temperatures (sealing and mate-
ials concerns). This isothermal analysis neglects this temperature
ifference, although alternatives are presented in Section 4.

Again, the variables Q̇out,SOFC and Ẇout refer to the net heat and
ork outputs of the SOFC, while Q̇in,gas refers to heat transfer to the

asifier at 1173 K. The IDG arrangement shown in Fig. 10 is a further
onstrained example of the system shown in Fig. 2, as denoted by
he dotted regions numbered I and II.

.3. Autothermal gasification (ATG) plant with fuel cell
The plant considered here utilizes O2 and H2O, or O2 and CO2 to
asify solid fuel under the constraints that no solid carbon is present
n equilibrium and the gasifier is adiabatic, operating at 1173 K (see
ig. 11). The scenario using oxygen and steam is similar to the

able 1
olid fuel properties used in analysis (wt.%).

uel Volatiles Fixed C H2O Ash C

arbona 0 100 0 0 100
ll6b 35.44 39.74 13.2 11.49 57.33
ll6 dryb 40.83 45.78 0 13.25 66.05

yob 33.06 35.06 26.3 5.58 51.42
yo dryb 44.86 47.57 0 7.57 69.77

Sc 70.1 NA 7.8 2.78 46.2
S dryc 76.1 NA 0 3.07 50.1
SWc NA NA 38.5 27.12 18.9
SW dryc NA NA 0 44.16 30.8

G dryc NA NA 0 10.07 47.8

A: not available.
a HHV from Ref. [20].
b Coal properties from Ref. [28].
c Biomass and MSW properties from Ref. [29].
urces 194 (2009) 774–785 781

FutureGen process [2,3]. Similar systems have been investigated
for coal and biomass utilization with an SOFC as the work producer
[25,26]. Note that if carbon dioxide were replaced with water for
gasification, results differ by less than 1% in terms of work output,
efficiency and oxygen requirements, although gas composition is
altered. The syngas is again converted via SOFC with fuel utilization,
air utilization and operating voltage specified. An air separation unit
(ASU) is included in the analysis since the gasifier is oxy-fired, to
prevent dilution of effluent CO2 by N2. The work requirement for
the ASU is specified as 200 kWh per tonne O2 (720 kJ kg−1

O2
), consis-

tent with values reported for cryogenic plants delivering 95% pure
oxygen at low pressure [27]. The variables Q̇out,SOFC and Ẇout refer
to the net heat and work outputs of the SOFC. The gasifier control
volume could contain any type of gasifier, although the prevalent
technology would be of the circulating fluidized bed type.

The ATG arrangement shown in Fig. 11 is a further constrained
example of the system shown in Fig. 3, as denoted by the dotted
regions numbered I and II.

3.4. Fuels considered

A range of solid fuels were investigated for each system as shown
in Table 1: solid graphitic carbon, several coals, several biomass
fuels, and a representative municipal solid waste (MSW). Graphitic
carbon is included as a reference solid. The coals selected include
Illinois #6 (Ill6) from Macoupin County in Illinois and Wyodak
(Wyo) from the Powder River Basin in Wyoming, both of which are
included in the Penn State Coal Sample Bank and Database [28] as
DECS-24 and DECS-26, respectively. Illinois #6 coal has high-sulfur
content while Wyodak coal, on the other hand, has relatively low
sulfur content but a large amount of moisture. Switch grass (SG) and
almond shells (AS) were selected as representative biomass fuels,
although their compositions are similar, and MSW, with high ash
and chlorine content, is included as a representative waste fuel [29].
Except for carbon and switch grass, the data presented in Table 1
for the various fuels are on both as-received and dry bases. Signif-
icant moisture can be present in the solid fuels, such as Wyodak
coal or MSW, which can alter the amount and composition of gases
required for gasification. The drop in heating value between as-
received and dry fuels is due to the dilatory effect of water, which
also reduces the H2O/CO2 requirement for gasification. Heating val-
ues listed are in units of MJ kg−1.

Any gas cleaning steps are ignored, necessitating that some
fuel cell anodes. The omission of the gas cleaning step simplifies
the comparison, and allows for estimation of impurity levels in the
different systems, which is relevant for designing resistant anodes
or hot-gas clean-up requirements. All systems would presumably

H O N S Cl HHV

0 0 0 0 0 32.79
3.98 8.07 0.99 4.8 0.14 24.55
4.59 9.3 1.14 5.53 0.14 28.29
4.16 11.53 0.69 0.32 0.001 20.82
5.65 15.64 0.94 0.43 0.001 28.25
5.5 37 0.68 0.03 0.01 17.55
5.95 40.1 0.74 0.03 0.011 19.05
0.6 13.2 0.67 0.48 0.437 7.50
0.96 21.5 1.09 0.78 0.71 12.20
5.76 35.1 1.17 0.1 0.001 18.02
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equire similar gas cleaning technology, although integration into
ach system would require unique arrangements.

.5. Model calculations

Chemical reactions are assumed to be in equilibrium for simplic-
ty during the following analysis. This assumption is valid at higher
asification temperatures without significant pyrolysis [30]. Results
ill be discussed in the context of this assumption. Equilibrium

alculations are performed using the element potential method, as
escribed by Reynolds [31]. Species considered in this study for the
quilibrium calculations include C(s), CO, CO2, CH4, H2, H2O(g), COS,
2S, SO2, N2, NH3, HCl, Cl2, and O2.

An energy balance given by Eq. (14) is performed on the gasi-
er to determine the heat interaction (IDG plant), as well as the

nput streams (ATG plant). The term Q̇in,gas in Eq. (14) is zero for the
TG and DCFC plants, while the remaining three terms represent

he stream enthalpies of the reactants, products, and ash. The ash
pecies considered include solid phase metal oxides. Several fuels
onsidered did not have specific ash composition data available, so
or such cases the ash was taken to consist of SiO2 only. Our calcula-
ions indicate that the composition of the ash does not significantly
mpact values determined for work and energy flows as heat:

˙ r + Q̇in,gas = Ḣp + Ḣa (14)

he work output from the fuel cell systems is given by the product
f cell operating voltage, Ecell, and current, I, as shown in Eq. (15).
he current is determined by the oxygen flux, ṄO in mol s−1 (see Eq.
16)), based on a defined fuel utilization value, Uf, of 85%. The fuel
tilization of the DCFC plant is defined as the fraction of the supplied
xygen to the total oxygen requirement for full conversion of the
arbon and hydrogen in the solid fuel stream to products. In the
ontext of the IDG and ATG plants, the fuel utilization is defined as
he percent of the gaseous fuel input to the SOFC that is converted
o products. The number of oxygen ions that traverse the electrolyte
s given by Eq. (17a) for the GD-DCFC plant, and Eq. (17b) for the IDG
nd ATG plants. The difference in these two equations arises from
he different fuel streams, solid as opposed to syngas, that the SOFC
xperiences. Note that CH4 is a minor equilibrium product at 1 atm,
nd is thus not included. The ATG plant requires an ASU, and this
ork input must be subtracted from the fuel cell work output to

ield the net output. The first law of thermodynamics is then used
o determine the heat interaction of the SOFC (see Eq. (18)):

˙ out,net = Ecell × I − Ẇin,ASU (15)

= 2FṄO (16)

˙ O = Uf(2ṄC,fuel + 0.5ṄH,fuel − ṄO,fuel) (17a)

˙ O = Uf(ṄCO + ṄH2 ) (17b)

˙ r − Q̇out,SOFC = Ecell × I + Ḣp (18)

he work output is linearly proportional to the SOFC operating volt-
ge, and there is some practical operating range over which the
fficiency and power density will vary.

The air entering the SOFC is preheated to temperature Tout in a
ounter-flow heat exchanger with an effectiveness value, ε, of 0.86.
n this analysis, the hot stream always has less heat capacity, ṁCP,
ue to the removal of oxygen, when determining the cold side air
utlet temperature using Eqs. (19) and (20) [32]. In Eqs. (19) and
20), Ḣi(T) represents the enthalpy of stream i, at temperature T, in

atts, while the subscripts H and C refer to the hot and cold sides

f the heat exchanger, respectively

˙ max = ḢH(TSOFC) − ḢH(T0) (19)

˙ C(Tout) − ḢC(T0) = εQ̇max (20)
urces 194 (2009) 774–785

Shown in Eq. (21) is the calculation to determine the air mass flow
rate provided for the SOFC where the air utilization, Ua, is defined
as the fraction of the oxygen atoms traversing the electrolyte to the
total oxygen input from air:

ṁair = I

4FUa
(MWO2 + 3.76 × MWN2 ) (21)

Stream exergies are calculated using Eq. (22), with the subscript
i indicating the steam and subscript 0 indicating the dead state.
Mixing of the products with the environment is not considered in
this analysis. The exergy of the solid fuel stream is estimated as the
heating value [33,34]. A detailed calculation confirms agreement
well within 5% for all fuels, assuming that the entropy of the solid
is negligible compared to that of the gas streams. The exergies of
the flue gas and air exhaust streams, denoted by �̇stream, are calcu-
lated relative to the products reacted completely to CO2, SO2, N2,
Cl2 and H2O(L) at 298 K and 1 atm total pressure, with CO2 exiting
as a separate, capture ready stream. The net heat output, Q̇out,net, is
equal to the heat rejection of the SOFC minus the heat requirement
for gasification, as shown in Eq. (23):

�̇stream =
∑N

i=1
Ṅi((h − T0s)i − (h − T0s)0) (22)

Q̇out,net = Q̇out,SOFC − Q̇in,gas (23)

In order to compare different systems, operating on a variety of
fuels, several non-dimensional parameters will be formulated. The
system efficiency is given by Eq. (24) as the ratio of network output
to the heating value of the fuel. The heat rejection (at 1173 K) from
the fuel cell, along with the heating value of the flue gas stream
can be used in a bottoming process, such as a Rankine cycle. The
heating values of the flue gas species contain both the sensible
enthalpy change and chemical enthalpy change of complete oxi-
dation to products at 298 K. If the bottoming cycle has an efficiency
�B, then the total system efficiency can be written as shown in Eq.
(25):

�′ = Ẇout,net

ṁfuelHHVfuel
(24)

�′′ = Ẇout,net + �B(Q̇out,net + ḢVflue)
ṁfuelHHVfuel

(25)

The irreversibility, T0Ṡgen [35], of the gasification and fuel cell pro-
cess, given by Eq. (26), which along with the system efficiency, gives
numerical comparison between the three arrangements:

T0Ṡgen = ṁfuelHHVfuel − Ẇout,net − Q̇out,net

(
1 − 298

TSOFC

)

− �̇flue − �̇air,exhaust (26)

4. Results and discussion

The thermodynamic systems analyses are based on the defined
parameters given in Table 2. Specifically, the cell voltage is specified
at 0.7 V while the air and fuel utilization values are fixed at 20% and
85%, respectively, in agreement with practical operating conditions
for SOFCs [2,3,25,26,36,37].

Results for the three fuel cell arrangements are presented in
Tables 3–5 on a basis of 1 kg s−1 solid fuel input. The DCFC (see
Table 3) plant was modeled using fuel data on both the as-received

and dry basis for comparison. The raw fuels exhibit lower work
outputs than dried fuels due to water dilution, but the thermal effi-
ciencies remain similar to that of raw fuels due to a corresponding
drop in HHV. The DCFC is not constrained to require a gasifying
agent such as CO2 or H2O; the addition of a gasifying agent does
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Table 2
Parameters used in systems analyses.

Parameter Value

ε 0.86
Ua 0.20
Uf 0.85
Ecell (V) 0.70
TSOFC (K) 1173
Tgas (K) 1173
PSOFC (atm) 1
Pgas (atm) 1
�B 0.30
win,ASU (kJ kg−1

O2
) 720

Table 3
DCFC results for various fuels.

Fuel ṁair Ẇout,net Q̇out,net ḢVflue �′ �′′ T0 Ṡgen/HHV

Carbon 49.46 19.14 −2.94 10.27 0.58 0.65 0.17
Ill6 32.65 12.64 −1.11 8.84 0.52 0.61 0.20
Ill6 dry 37.63 14.57 −0.69 9.57 0.52 0.61 0.20
Wyo 29.47 11.37 −2.71 8.39 0.53 0.63 0.22
Wyo dry 39.95 15.43 −2.22 9.93 0.55 0.63 0.20
AS 24.11 9.30 −2.03 7.20 0.53 0.62 0.25
AS dry 26.11 10.08 −1.82 7.45 0.53 0.62 0.25
M
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SW 7.79 3.01 −0.17 3.67 0.40 0.54 0.30
SW dry 12.63 4.89 2.34 3.36 0.40 0.54 0.25

G dry 25.52 9.89 −2.41 7.28 0.55 0.63 0.25

ot change the work output or efficiency. However, the addition
f CO2 or H2O alters the energy transfer as heat, along with the
omposition of the flue gas. Dried solid fuels were used in the IDG
see Table 4) and ATG (see Table 5) plants, with both CO2 and H2O
ncluded as gasifying agents, although there is little variation in the

ork output or efficiency between the agents.

The thermal efficiencies of the standalone IDG and DCFC plant

re similar ranging from 39% up to 58%, as compared to 33–35% for
he ATG plant. Even with the inclusion of a bottoming cycle, the ATG
lant exhibits significantly lower efficiencies of around 50%. Con-

able 4
DG results for various fuels with CO2 and H2O additions to the gasifier.

uel ṁair Q̇in,gas ṁCO2 ṁH2O Ẇout,net

arbon 48.54 19.15 3.87 0 19.14
arbon 47.67 18.97 0 1.53 18.76

ll6 dry 36.29 11.82 2.29 0 14.34
ll6 dry 35.67 11.65 0 0.90 14.04

yo dry 39.15 13.71 2.26 0 15.37
yo dry 38.22 13.52 0 0.89 15.04

S dry 25.42 8.32 0.80 0 10.00
S dry 25.42 8.42 0 0.32 9.87
SW dry 12.31 1.29 0.58 0 4.85
SW dry 12.19 1.27 0 0.23 4.80

G dry 25.01 8.88 0.85 0 9.81
G dry 24.59 8.79 0 0.34 9.68

able 5
TG results for various fuels with CO2 and H2O additions to the gasifier.

uel ṁair ṁO2 ṁCO2 ṁH2O Ẇout,net

arbon 30.81 0.98 1.09 0 11.37
arbon 30.57 0.98 0 0.44 11.38

ll6 dry 25.31 0.61 0.58 0 9.54
ll6 dry 25.31 0.61 0 0.23 9.49

yo dry 26.09 0.70 0.27 0 9.79
yo dry 26.11 0.70 0 0.11 9.77

S dry 17.10 0.46 0 0 6.42
SW dry 11.12 0.07 0.40 0 4.32
SW dry 11.01 0.07 0 0.16 4.30

G dry 16.04 0.49 0 0 5.98
urces 194 (2009) 774–785 783

versely, inclusion of a bottoming cycle boosts the IDG and DCFC
efficiencies to nominally over 60%. Quantitatively, if the operat-
ing voltage were increased to between 0.75 and 0.80 V, the work
output (and efficiency) of the standalone units would increase by
7–14%, respectively. The heat output would be reduced accordingly,
such that the effect of the bottoming cycle would be lessened or
even unnecessary. Operation at a larger cell voltage would allow
more efficient operation, but may require larger reactor length
scales and/or cell active area for the same work output. The sim-
ilar performance between the GD-DCFC and IDG plants is due to
similar oxygen requirements for both plants, thus each requires
the same current at the constrained operating voltage. This con-
clusion could also be drawn from Reactions (R1) and (R2), showing
that the oxygen requirements are the same. The small deviation
in work output between the IDG and GD-DCFC plants is due to the
slight difference in the definition of fuel utilization between the two
plants.

As noted in Tables 3–5, different fuels give greatly varying results
in the GD-DCFC and IDG plants. The lowest system efficiencies are
consistently achieved with MSW, which has a large ash content and
low heating value. Thermodynamically, pure carbon performs bet-
ter than all of the heterogeneous fuels, while the coals and biomass
fuels perform about equally. The reason for carbon’s superior per-
formance in the GD-DCFC and IDG plants is that pure carbon has no
oxygen content, and thus requires the most oxygen input in the way
of electrical current per 1 kg s−1 of solid fuel. The ATG plant does not
exhibit significant differences in performance for the different fuels.

Aside from work output and efficiency, there are significant dif-
ferences between the DCFC and IDG plants. The IDG plant requires
significant gas input into the gasifier, due to the constraint that
no solids can accumulate. Indirect gasification, however, allows for
possible hot or warm cleanup, prior to any contaminants reaching
cleanup, although there may be some in situ mitigation aside from
the use of resilient anodes. These arrangements could benefit from
in situ, high temperature sulfur capture techniques such as metal
oxide sorbents or anode barrier layers.

Q̇out,net ḢVflue �′ �′′ T0 Ṡgen/HHV

−6.59 14.04 0.58 0.65 0.19
−9.22 17.136 0.57 0.64 0.25
−3.02 12.32 0.51 0.61 0.22
−4.6 14.28 0.50 0.60 0.26
−4.46 12.33 0.54 0.63 0.23
−5.98 14.30 0.53 0.62 0.26
−2.63 8.43 0.53 0.62 0.27
−3.23 9.14 0.52 0.61 0.29

1.76 4.02 0.40 0.54 0.27
1.36 4.48 0.39 0.54 0.31

−3.29 8.31 0.55 0.63 0.26
−3.87 9.07 0.54 0.62 0.31

Q̇out,net ḢVflue �′ �′′ T0 Ṡgen/HHV

7.91 8.87 0.35 0.50 0.24
7.23 9.58 0.35 0.50 0.26
5.93 9.15 0.34 0.50 0.25
5.49 9.63 0.34 0.50 0.26
5.95 8.67 0.35 0.50 0.26
5.70 8.90 0.35 0.50 0.27
3.75 6.35 0.34 0.50 0.31
2.74 3.67 0.35 0.51 0.27
2.46 3.98 0.35 0.51 0.29
3.52 6.11 0.33 0.49 0.31
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Table 6
DCFC flue gas compositions (mole fraction) calculated for various fuels.

Fuel CO × 101 CO2 × 101 H2 × 102 H2O × 101 O2 × 1015 N2 × 103 NH3 × 107 H2S × 103 COS × 104 HCl × 104

Carbon 3.0 7.0 – – 0.45 – – – – –
Ill6 1.4 5.0 6.1 2.8 1.1 4.7 2.3 19 13 5.3
Ill6 dry 1.7 5.3 5.3 2.2 0.83 5.2 2.0 20 20 5.1
Wyo 1.1 4.3 7.6 3.7 1.2 3.1 2.6 1.2 0.56 0.036
Wyo dry 1.7 5.1 6.6 2.6 0.77 3.9 2.3 1.4 1.1 0.033
AS 1.0 4.4 6.9 3.8 1.5 3.5 2.4 0.13 0.059 0.40
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below the detectable limit. This is in accordance with the CO/CO2
ratio tending to equilibrium (roughly 36:1 at 1173 K) as the carbon
bed is traversed. In this freeboard section, the CO/CO2 ratio would
decrease as the anode is traversed under current flowing condi-
S dry 1.2 4.7 6.7 3.4 1.3
SW 0.41 3.5 5.1 5.5 5.9
SW dry 1.7 6.6 2.4 1.2 1.2

G dry 1.2 4.6 6.9 3.5 1.3

Calculated flue gas compositions for the GD-DCFC exhaust are
iven in Table 6. The primary components are CO, CO2, H2, and
2O, as expected. The majority of sulfur is bound in H2S at the

onditions specified (120–20,000 ppm depending upon fuel), with
evels reaching as high as 2% of the flue gas stream for Illinois #6
oal. Concentrations of a few hundreds of ppm have been shown
o effect SOFC performance [38], and research is ongoing for sulfur
esistant anode materials [39,40,41]. Chlorine exists mainly as HCl,
ith concentrations ranging from 3 to 6500 ppm. A study of HCl

ffects on SOFC performance indicated that as little as 20 ppm can
ause degradation [42]. Cell performance was observed to recover,
owever, with removal of HCl from the syngas. Very little chlorine
xists as Cl2, which has concentrations (not shown) about 10 orders
f magnitude lower than HCl. Nitrogen is primarily bound in N2,
ith concentrations of ammonia several orders of magnitude lower.

The O2 concentrations in the GD-DCFC flue gas give OCV values
bove 0.79 V, as calculated using Eq. (13), signifying that 0.7 V is an
chievable operating potential. This voltage also shows that signifi-
ant chemical reaction with oxygen is still possible, as the molecular
xygen mole fraction is below 1e−14 in the product streams. The
ue gas exiting the fuel cell also contains fuel species, which can
elease further sensible enthalpy by reacting with oxygen, requiring
n ASU to prevent N2 dilution. The work requirement for this oxy-
en supply amounts to less than 2% of the SOFC work output, since
he majority of the oxygen used to convert the fuel traverses the
OFC. The adiabatic combustion temperature from reaction of the
ot flue gas with oxygen at 298 K ranges from over 1600 K for wet
SW to over 2000 K for coal and biomass. This sensible enthalpy

ould be used to contribute heat into the gasifier similar to the
pproach of Panapoulos et al. [23,24], along with some heat trans-
er from the fuel cell to the gasifier or gasifier inlet streams. The
DG and DCFC plants would benefit from this approach, although
ll three systems would require a similar gas cleaning step. Catalyt-
cally stabilized combustion could possibly be used for conversion
f the flue gas containing large amounts of CO2 and H2O.

The optimal approach to GD-DCFC systems may be to bleed a
mall amount of gaseous oxygen in to the gasifier to create favorable
ed-SOFC temperature gradients, balanced by constraining a major-

ty of the oxygen to traverse the SOFC. This approach would also
llow for faster burnout of the char, thus decreasing the required
ime and/or reactor volumes, and help mitigate tar formation. Char
eactivity to O2 is several orders of magnitude higher than that for
2O or CO2 near 1173 K [43].

.1. Experimental verification of GD-DCFC

In order to demonstrate practical viability of the GD-DCFC, DC

urrent–voltage (I–V) characteristics (see Fig. 12) were measured
sing an anode-supported, tubular SOFC (supplied by Materials and
ystems Res., Inc. of Salt Lake City, UT). The cell consisted of a closed-
nd, 12.7 mm OD Ni/YSZ cermet anode (about 800 �m thick), coated
ith a 10 �m thick YSZ electrolyte layer. A 100 �m thick layer
3.7 2.3 0.12 0.067 0.43
5.9 1.9 3.6 0.91 31

13 0.94 6.4 14 65
6.1 3.1 0.43 0.23 0.041

of strontium doped, lanthanum–manganite (LSMO) served as the
cathode. The cathode had an active area of 5 cm2, which was used to
determine the current and power densities. The SOFC was bonded
to a stainless steel tube for structural support and gas management.
Four grams of raw, Fisher Scientific activated carbon were loaded
into the tube interior completely covering the anode, extending
approximately 10 cm downstream of the active anode region. A
low rate of argon purge (15 mL min−1) was introduced above the
carbon bed to mitigate leakage. No change in cell potential was
observed when the argon flow rate was changed or stopped. The
entire DCFC assembly was placed inside a temperature-controlled
tube furnace. High-wattage resistors were used in series to serve as
external load, and a DC power supply was used to compensate for
the current-collecting lead resistance (roughly 0.1 �). The lowest
resistive load condition, corresponding to the largest current den-
sity of 0.32 A cm−2 was held for 40 min, with no noticeable change
in current or voltage, indicating stable cell performance. The I–V
behavior shown in Fig. 12 demonstrates that it is possible to achieve
power densities of 220 mW cm−2 at 0.68 V from this un-optimized
cell at 1178 K. The OCV for a carbon bed at 1178 K is 1.1 V, giving a
voltage efficiency of 62% at this condition. This result is an encour-
aging and promising demonstration for the practical prospects of
the DCFC approach.

The presence of solid carbon causes the product gas CO2 leav-
ing the anodic surface to undergo chemical reactions in the bed.
Thus any gas composition measurement downstream of the bed
is dependent upon the extent of the electrochemical and chemical
reactions. Gas chromatography measurements on the bed exhaust
for this configuration showed only CO, with CO2 mole fractions
Fig. 12. DC current–voltage measurements for an anode supported GD-DCFC at
1178 K.
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ions. Further conversion of CO to CO2 would require a freeboard
ection of the GD-DCFC, without solid carbon.

In the absence of carbon, the CO/CO2 ratio will decrease mono-
onically as the freeboard section of the anode is traversed under
urrent flow. The decrease in CO/CO2 ratio will cause a decrease in
heoretical cell potential along the anode length in the direction
f gas flow. This may necessitate or encourage the use of a sep-
rate clean up SOFC, or burner section, rather than attempting to
ompletely convert the gaseous products in the freeboard. This lim-
tation manifests practically in fuel utilizations of less then 100% in
he GD-DCFC.

The impact of ash has not yet been addressed in our efforts to
haracterize direct carbon fuel cells. In our configurations, fresh
eed is introduced at the top of the minimally agitated fluidized bed
eactor and the operating temperatures of interest are below ash
usion temperatures. Consequently, this arrangement permits dry
sh removal from the bottom of the reactor employing conventional
sh-handling techniques. Although not within the scope of this
tudy, system scale-up and economic analysis for coal conversion
sing several DCFC arrangements has been the subject of several
ecent studies to assess the commercial practicality of the DCFC
pproach [44–46]. The results of these studies suggest that DCFC
echnologies are as competitive as pulverized coal and potentially

ore competitive than advanced coal conversion technologies such
s Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) [44,45].

. Conclusions

Theoretical open circuit voltages were verified experimentally
or the gasification driven DCFC system, agreeing with previous
ndings. Equilibrium compositions are achieved for both the C–O
nd C–H–O systems with excess carbon at temperatures above
100 K. Thermodynamic modeling results show that when oxygen
s introduced into the fuel stream through a membrane, additional

ork can be extracted during gasification and conversion. Imposing
onstraints such as separate gasification steps can lead to lower effi-
iencies. The GD-DCFC and IDG approaches indicate higher thermal
fficiencies than the ATG approach although some practical issues,
articularly related to sulfur and other contaminants in coal, must
e addressed separately. The efficiency of the gasification driven,
olid-state DCFC can achieve over 50% (HHV basis) for a variety
f coals, biomass and waste. In addition to high efficiencies, the
xhaust stream is CO2 capture ready, which is a great advantage for
equestration.

In an experimental verification of the GD-DCFC concept under
esistive loading, power densities of 220 mW cm−2 were achieved
t a cell voltage of 0.68 V during operation at 1178 K on a
iomass-derived activated carbon. High cell performance and high
onversion efficiencies well in excess of 50% reported in this study
arrants more attention to solid-state DCFC technology and its
ractical potential for efficient production of electrical work from
arbonaceous solids.
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